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1. Introduction 
 

Since the formation of the Sustainable Development 

Goals in 2015, several scholars have focused on 

infrastructure upkeep and its implications on the economy, 

environment, and society (Navarro et al. 2018b, Garcia-

Segura et al. 2018, Navarro et al. 2018c). Different 

deterioration mechanisms, such as chloride ion ingress 

(Navarro et al. 2018a, Zhang et al. 2021, Hou et al. 2021), 

carbonation (Sun et al. 2020, Ekolu 2020, Zheng et al. 

2021), or attack by other corrosive agents, such as sulfates, 

can cause damage to coastal and marine structures. The 

most dangerous hazard to concrete buildings is chloride-
induced corrosion, resulting in excessive economic impacts 

from their maintenance because of the damage performed in 

Rc structures (Shekhar et al 2018, Goyal et al. 2018). The 

mechanism of chloride-induced corrosion has been assessed 

by some researchers in the past (Tang et al. 2016, Angst et 

al. 2019). In a coastal RC structure’s rebars, the chloride 

corrosion is done in two levels: initiation and propagation 
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Fig. 1 The process of chloride corrosion in steel rebar 

 

 

corrosion (Tuutti 1982). When chloride ions arrived at the 

reinforcement of the concrete structure, they corroded like 

the process in Fig. 1 over time. 

The most challenging aspect of the chloride corrosion 

mechanism is no visible evidence of damage to the 

structure. Internal damage in reinforced concrete structures 

can be detected using destructive or non-destructive 

methods. Destructive methods are dependent on models that 

often involve removing structure samples to assess the 
damage. Nevertheless, non-destructive methods are 

independent models that can identify damage to a numerical 

model in software without affecting the structure (Rathod 

and Gupta 2019). These non-destructive damage detection 
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methods can be monitored according to signal-based 

techniques. Due to modern and intelligent computers and 
sensors, signal-based approaches for health monitoring have 

increased in structures (Yang et al. 2021). Some signal-

based approaches include time-domain (Aloisio et al. 2020, 

Yu et al. 2021), frequency-domain (Pérez et al. 2021, 

Ronchei et al. 2021), and time-frequency domain (Wu et al. 

2022, Tran et al. 2020). These methods reveal structural 

systems’ dynamic characteristics (Najafabadi et al. 2017) 

and thus when relevant damage has occurred by different 

causes, such as chloride corrosion. In summary, time-

domain methods frequently use for stochastic processes 

(Seyedpoor et al. 2011). The frequency-domain methods 

can produce many responses and data from frequency 

points by specifying model updating equations (Arora 

2011). Some dynamic frequency-domain methods include: 

Natural Frequency (Wang 2021, Khan et al. 2020), Power 

Spectral Density Function (Zheng et al. 2015, Pedram et al. 

2017, Gao et al. 2021), Frequency Response Function 
(Rahmatalla et al. 2012, Niu 2020), Mode Shape (Hou et al. 

2018, Xu et al. 2020), Modal Strain Energy (Arefi and 

Gholizad 2020, Khosravan et al. 2021), and Modal 

Curvatures (Dessi and Camerlengo 2015, Ganguli 2020, 

Pooya and Massumi 2021). Finally, the data in the time-

frequency domain is derived from the observed signal 

frequency over time (Aquino et al. 2021). Some time-

frequency approaches for modal identification include 

Wavelet Transform (WT) (Silik et al. 2021), Blind Source 

Separation (BSS) (Li et al. 2020), and also Empirical Mode 

Decomposition (EMD) (Barbosh et al. 2020). 

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) is a method based on 

frequency-domain techniques that uses a periodic or 

random signal’s frequency response. The frequency 

response defines the mean power distribution. This method 

uses a sensitive nonlinear function of structural parameters 

to define a second-order transfer function (Nilsson and Liu 
2015). In recent years, researchers in different fields have 

investigated the reliability of the PSD method for 

identifying various damage types. Bayat et al. (2019) tested 

a novel technique based on the PSD function and the Least 

Square Distance approach to identify deterioration in bridge 

concrete piers. Gunawan (2019) assessed the reliability of 

the PSD method on seven lumped masses (1 kg) that were 

connected by eight similar linear elastic springs. Hadizadeh-

Bazaz et al. (2022) Compared the performance of Power 

Spectral Density (PSD) by Frequency Response Function in 

a steel bridge structure. 
This study evaluated the PSD method’s performance to 

identify damages by chloride attack on the RC Arosa bridge 
in Spain with columns located and contacting seawater. The 

damage on the bridge was analyzed according to changes in 

dynamic parameters and decreasing rebar cross-section 
areas during chloride corrosion time by new approaches 

using the PSD method as a frequency-domain technique by 
using sensitivity equations and the linear least square 

methodology. For years, some researchers have considered 
optimization and optimization methods with different 

methods and goals (Carbonell et al. 2011, Penadés-Plà et al. 
2019). For this reason, this research result can help optimize 

maintenance costs and reduce life cycle costs (LCC) and 
even other life cycle impacts (environmental and social) as  

 

Fig. 2 The location map of the Arosa bridge in Spain 

 

 

Fig. 3 Arosa’s concrete bridge in cross-section 

 

 

an accurate method. In order to avoid wasting time and 

money, it is essential to know the specific location of 

damage to buildings such as bridges. 

 

 

2. Methods and materials 
 

This study identifies the RC bridge damaged by chloride 

corrosion in steel reinforcements analyzed over the 

structure life by combining two-step methods. The initial 

step was to determine the steel components’ service life 

using Fick’s second chloride diffusion equation. Then, in 

the second step, the existence, quantity, and location of 

chloride damage to the concrete caused by steel 

reinforcements’ chloride corrosion were investigated 

according to the PSD method by measuring the frequency 

response function and monitoring changes in dynamic 

parameters. The bridge structural model description 

includes diameters and materials and is explained as 

follows. 

 

2.1 Model description 
 
This concrete bridge is called the Arosa Bridge, and it is 

located in Galicia, Spain (see Fig. 2). This bridge is 1980 m 

long and has 40 spans (the first and end spans are 40 m, and 

the other 38 intermediate spans are 50 m). This 

construction’s geometry and durability parameters were 

based on data from the literature (González et al. 2013, 

Pérez-Fadón 1985, Pérez-Fadón 1986). 

The concrete bridge deck is a single box girder. As 

indicated in Fig. 3, the bridge deck is 13 m wide and 2.30  
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Table 1 The Arosa structure’s concrete mixtures and 

mechanical parameters 

Properties 

(Units) 

Water 

(l/m3) 

Cement 

(kg/m3) 

Gravel 

(kg/m3) 

Sand 

(kg/m3) 

fcm 

(MPa) 

Ec 

(GPa) 

w/c 

(%) 

Amount 218.5 485.6 926.7 827.9 40 29 0.45 

 

 

meters high. Two pedestrian walkways run along the deck’s 

sides. Each walkway is 1.5 m wide. 

The column dimensions are 5.26 m wide and 1.80 m 

thick. Under normal circumstances, the bridge deck is about 

12 m above the sea and 9.6 m during high tide (see Fig. 4). 

The concrete cover on the reinforcements for the deck, 

35 mm, and for the columns, 45 mm was considered. The 

reinforcing steel quantity is 100 kg/m3 of concrete. 

Assumed concrete mixes and mechanical parameters for the 

bridge are in Table 1 (Pérez-Fadón 1985). 
According to the Table1, the concrete mix for the bridge 

has a water-to-cement ratio (w/c) of 0.45 and contains 485 

kg/m3 of cement.  

 

2.2 Chloride damage prediction methods for the 
rebars of RC structure 

 

Most metals are vulnerable and susceptible to natural 

and manufactured influences, particularly in coastal areas 

where chloride ions cause corrosion. Corrosion is common 

in reinforced concrete structures like bridges and concrete 

marine structures. According to the deterioration model 

proposed by Tuutti (1982), these commissions and damages 

by chloride in rebars of a concrete structure have some 

service life levels, such as the initiation and propagation 

phases depicted in Fig. 5. (Tuutti 1982,  Hájková and 

Šmilauer 2018). 
As illustrated in Fig. 5, chloride corrosion begins in the 

Initiation corrosion Phase. At the initiation phase, there are 

chlorides, but at an amount that is less than the chloride 

threshold (that means it is not enough to start the corrosion 

process). The propagation phase of chloride ion activity 

includes some levels, such as commencing corrosion, 

cracking on the concrete cover, the serviceability limit state, 

and the last level is the ultimate limit state (Zhang et al. 

2019). 

According to the fellow equation, estimating the total 

time to chloride corrosion (tl) as the service life of 

reinforcements of the bridge structure by summing the 

initiation and propagation phases together (Spanish 

Ministry of Public Works 2008).   

 

 

Fig. 5 The service life of rebars and chloride corrosion 

levels in RC structures 

 

 

𝑡𝑙 = 𝑡𝑖 + 𝑡𝑝  (1) 

Where ti is the corrosion initiation period, defined as the 

time, it is the time for the chlorides to reach the rebars and a 

high enough concentration to start corrosion (chloride 

threshold, dependent on the steel properties and to some 

extent on the concrete properties). Also, tp is the corrosion 

propagation period time to spread through a structural 

member until it deteriorates significantly (Spanish Ministry 

of Public Works 2008). 
 

2.2.1 Initiation chloride corrosion Phase (ti) 
According to Fick’s second law of chloride diffusion 

mathematically model and the Spanish concrete design 

code, the initiation of chloride corrosion is the time to reach 

a particular concentration to befall from the surface of 

concrete covers through the following )Spanish Ministry of 

Public Works 2008, Khan et al. 2017). 

𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑠 . (1 − 𝑒𝑟𝑓(
𝑥

2√𝐷0.𝑥 .(
𝑡0
𝑡
)𝛼.𝑡

))  (2) 

Where C(x,t) is the chloride concentration (wt%/binder) 

at the concrete cover depth x (mm) and during time t 

(years). Cs is the surface chloride concentration 

(wt%/binder) at the concrete cover surface. The 

approximate value of Cs can be extracted according to Table 

2. The erf(.) is the Gauss error function. α is the age factor 

considered 0.5, as the Spanish concrete design code. t0, as 

the reference time is considered 28 days change the unit to 

year (t0=0.0767) and also D0, is the non-steady-state 

chloride diffusion coefficient (mm2/years) at the age t0 can 

be obtained from Table 3. (Spanish Ministry of Public  

 

Fig. 4 The geometry of a span of the bridge 
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Table 2 The chloride concentration at the concretes surface 

in the marine environment (Spanish Ministry of Public 

Works 2008) 

Marine exposure 

class 
Aerial (IIIa) 

Submerged 

(IIIb) 

In Tidal Zone 

(IIIc) 

Distance from the 

coast 

Up to 

500 m 

500-5000 

m 
Any - 

Cs (% of concrete 

weight) 
0.14 0.07 0.72 0.50 

 

Table 3 The coefficients D0 (×10−12m2/s) (Spanish Ministry 

of Public Works 2008 ) 

Type of cement w/c=0.40 w/c=0.45 w/c=0.50 w/c=0.55 w/c=0.60 

CEM I 8.9 10.0 15.8 19.7 25.0 

CEM II/A-V 5.6 6.9 9.0 10.9 14.9 

CEM III 1.4 1.9 2.8 3.0 3.4 

 

 

Works 2008, Crank 2004).  

In this investigation, according to the Arosa bridge 

situation and distance from the salt water, the amount of the 

Cs was considered 0.14 for the deck and upside of the 

bridge columns and 0.72 and 0.50 for the submerged and in 

tidal zone sections of the columns, respectively. 

Furthermore, the coefficients D0 according to the type of 
cement and w/c were assumed to be 10. However, the 

chloride transport time (t) can calculate using the inverse of 

Eq. (2) as Eq. (3). 

𝑡 =
𝑥2

4𝐷
[𝑒𝑟𝑓−1 (

𝐶𝑠−𝐶(𝑥,𝑡)

𝐶(𝑥,𝑡)
)]
−2

  (3) 

Where the D is the chloride diffusion coefficient, which 

varies with the age of the concrete (D=D(t0)(t0/t)
n). 

Additionally, when C(x,t) reached threshold concentration 

Ct and also, if C(x,t)=Ct then the Initiation Period of 

chloride diffusion (ti) determined as follows at Eq. (4) 

(Spanish Ministry of Public Works 2008, Khan et al. 2017, 

Sobhani ans Ramezanianpour 2007, Bendat et al. 1980). 

𝑡𝑖 =
𝑥2

4𝐷
[𝑒𝑟𝑓−1 (

𝐶𝑠−𝐶𝑡

𝐶𝑠
)]
−2

  (4) 

Moreover, the critical chloride concentration value 

under normal conditions as the mean value can consider 

0.6% of the cement weight. When the chloride 

concentration (C) is greater than or equal to the value of the 

critical chloride concentration (Cth), the initial corrosion 

time of the steel bar equals the transport time (t), indicating 

that corrosion and damage to the rebars begin at this time. 
In contrast,  less than this value means that damage in the 

reinforcements has not started (Spanish Ministry of Public 

Works 2008, Navarro et al. 2019). 

   

2.2.2 Propagation chloride corrosion phase (tp) 
This stage begins after the Initiation stage of chloride 

diffusion when chloride ions on the surface of the inner 

rebars start to corrode steel reinforcements. Chloride 

corrosion cause reduces the cross-sectional area and 

stiffness of the steel bars over the years. The Spanish 

concrete design code (Spanish Ministry of Public Works 

2008( gives the following equation for calculating this time 

Table 4 The Chloride corrosion rate depended on the 

Marine exposure class (Spanish Ministry of Public Works 

2008 )  

Marine 

exposure class 

Aerial 

(IIIa) 

Submerged 

(IIIb) 

In Tidal Zone 

(IIIc) 

Vcorr (μm/year) 20 4 50 

 

 

𝑡𝑝 =
80

𝜙

𝑑

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
  (5) 

Where tp is the propagation time in years. Also, d is 

concrete cover thickness, the  is the reinforcement 

diameter, and Vcorr is the corrosion rate. The approximate 

value can be obtained from Table 4. 

To calculate the propagation time, the approximate 

speed of chloride corrosion on rebars, Vcorr, depends on the 

situation of the structure elements considered in Table 4. In 

addition, the concrete cover (d) for the deck was considered 

35 mm and 45 mm for columns with a rebar diameter of 32 

mm in the concrete Arosa bridge. 

Overall, according to the initiation and the propagation 

levels for chloride corrosion of reinforcements of an RC 

marine or coastal structure, the damage induced by 
corrosion to the reinforcement can be calculated as a 

percentage using the equation below 

𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙(𝑡) =
𝑡−𝑡𝑖

𝑡𝑝
× 100  (6) 

In Eq. (6), Damsteel is the damage percentage of 

reinforcement by chloride corrosion for every year (t) 

during propagation tp.  

The damage percentage was analyzed for the RC 

bridge’s deck and columns according to the different 
situations and marine exposure classes such as the Aerial, 

Submerged, and In Tidal Zone. Moreover, the changes in 

stiffness and loss of cross-section area of reinforcement for 

identifying damages on the concrete of the RC structure 

were obtained according to this chloride corrosion damaged 

percentage during structure life. 

 

2.3 Damage detection methods for the total of the RC 
bridge 

 

In this annalize, the PSD method, which is non-

destructive and dynamic, was used to identify these 

damages in the concrete part according to the damages 

percentage of corroded rebars by chloride. For this purpose, 

changes in the dynamic characteristics of each year and 

situation due to decreasing cross-sectional areas and rebar 

stiffness were considered in this investigation. 
 

2.3.1 Power spectral density method  
The PSD is vibration and signal-based method; 

therefore, this method was obtained according to the 

frequency response function (FRF) method as following 

equations (Hadizadeh-Bazaz et al. 2022, Zheng et al. 2015, 

Pedram et al. 2017). The transfer function is defined as, Eq. 

(7) 

𝐻(𝜔) = (𝐾 − 𝜔2𝑀 + 𝑖𝜔𝐶)−1 (7) 

K, M, and C are the matrices of stiffness, mass, and 
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damping, respectively; ω is the frequency and i=√-1. The 

PSD equation of structural response simplifies as Eq. (8) 

𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝜔) = 𝐻∗(𝜔)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻
𝑇(𝜔) (8) 

Where SFF is the PSD inputs matrix at all of the active 

Degree Of Freedom (DOF); H*(ω) is the complex conjugate 

of a transfer function. As shown in Eq. (8), the power 

spectral density is a second-order function of the FRF, 

which can be a highly nonlinear response to structural 

elements. 

To model updating based on the sensitivity equation, Eq. 

(8) to expand as the following format by considering (K-

ω2M+iωC=Z(ω)) in the below equation 

𝑍∗(𝜔)𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝜔) = 𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻
𝑇(𝜔) (9) 

where Z(ω) is the impedance matrix and the transfer 

function inverse. Eq. (9) for the damaged structure due to 

chloride corrosion to the reinforcement of structure is as 

follows 

[𝑍∗(𝜔) + Δ𝑍∗(𝜔)][𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝜔) + Δ𝑆𝑋𝑋] =
𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)[𝐻

𝑇(𝜔) + Δ𝐻𝑇(𝜔)]  
(10) 

According to Eqs. (10)-(9), the power spectral density 

function equation is changed by considering (ΔZ(ω)=ΔK-

ω2ΔM+iωΔC) and (HD(ω)=[Z(ω)+ΔZ(ω)]-1). Where HD(w) 

is the FRF of damaged RC structure during rebars damaged 

by chloride corrosion every year by Eq. (6), therefore, Eq. 

(10) can be rewritten as Eq. (11). 

Δ𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝜔) = 𝐻𝐷
∗ (𝜔)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)Δ𝐻

𝑇(𝜔) −
𝐻𝐷
∗ (𝜔)Δ𝑍∗(𝜔)𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝜔)  

(11) 

H*
D is the complex conjugate of the damaged RC 

structure transfer function during reinforcement chloride 
corrosion according to Eq. (6). 

As the expression of the exact ΔH presented by 

Esfandiari et al. (2009) in Eq. (12) 

Δ𝐻(𝜔) = −𝐻𝐷(𝜔)(Δ𝐾 − 𝜔
2Δ𝑀+ 𝑖𝜔𝐶)𝐻𝑇(𝜔) (12) 

Eq. (11) can be rewritten by using Eqs. (8)-(12) as 

follows 

Δ𝑆𝑋𝑋(𝜔) = −𝐻𝐷
∗ (𝜔)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻𝐷(𝜔)(Δ𝑍(𝜔))𝐻

𝑇(𝜔) −
𝐻𝐷
∗ (𝜔)(Δ𝑍∗(𝜔))𝐻∗(𝜔)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻

𝑇(𝜔)  
(13) 

To identify the damages caused by corrosion on the 

reinforcement bars and its effect on the structural behavior 

of the system, the stiffness of each reinforced concrete 

element is modified in proportion to the corrosion damage 

calculated for each time for the rebars. The following is a 

list of the modifications that have been made to the 

stiffness, mass, and damping matrices as a result of changes 

in dimensionless structural parameters 

{

Δ𝐾 = ∑ 𝐾𝑛𝛥𝑃𝑛
𝐾𝑛𝑒

𝑛=1

Δ𝑀 = ∑ 𝑀𝑛𝛥𝑃𝑛
𝑀𝑛𝑒

𝑛=1

Δ𝐶 = ∑ 𝐶𝑛𝛥𝑃𝑛
𝐶𝑛𝑒

𝑛=1

   (14) 

Where Kn, Mn, and Cn are the stage of stiffness, mass, and 

damping matrices of the structural elements of a structure, 

ΔPn
K, ΔPn

M, and ΔPn
C indicate that structural parameter 

changes are between -1 and 1. The monitoring of changes in 

stiffness and mass and damping of the structure due to 

possible damage to a structure through the PSD damage 

identification method during the lifetime of this structure 

has been calculated using Eq. (14), then according to Eq. 
(13) and considering (ΔZ(ω)=ΔK-ω2ΔM+iωΔC). So 

depending on changes in dynamic characters because of 

damage causes such as  chloride corrosion damages, the 

sensitivity matrices assigned to the nth parameter of 

structure for obtaining the unknown stiffness, mass, and 

damping ratios is as follows 

{
  
 

  
 
𝑆𝐾 = −𝐻𝐷

∗ (𝜔)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻𝐷(𝜔)𝐾𝑛𝐻
𝑇(𝜔)

−𝐻𝐷
∗(𝜔)𝐾𝑛𝐻(𝑤)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻

𝑇(𝜔)

𝑆𝑀 = 𝜔2(𝐻𝐷
∗(𝜔)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻𝐷(𝜔)𝑀𝑛𝐻

𝑇(𝜔)

+𝐻𝐷
∗ (𝜔)𝑀𝑛𝐻(𝑤)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻

𝑇(𝜔)

𝑆𝐶 = 𝑖𝜔(−𝐻𝐷
∗(𝜔)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻𝐷(𝜔)𝐶𝑛𝐻

𝑇(𝜔)

+𝐻𝐷
∗ (𝜔)𝐶𝑛𝐻(𝑤)𝑆𝐹𝐹(𝜔)𝐻

𝑇(𝜔)

  (15) 

The final equation of PSD for calculating changes in 

dynamic properties parameter during damage repeat for 

every year can predict from Eq. (16) 

Δ𝑆𝑥𝑥 = 𝑆𝐾Δ𝑝𝐾 + 𝑆
𝑀Δ𝑝𝑀 + 𝑆

𝐶Δ𝑝𝐶 (16) 

The sensitivity Eq. (16), according to the changes in the 

structural parameters, is linear. To obtain analyses according 

to the nonlinear optimization, changes in dynamic 

characters depend on the initial damage analysis in each 

structure element during the time monitoring and obtained. 

In addition, a balanced focus on these elements reduces 

estimate errors in finite element method model updating  

with the appropriate solution using standard least squares. 

In this study, the identification of damages for different 
parts using the PSD method and through the sensitivity 

equation with consideration for the time for each year of the 

structure’s life is presented in the form of an updated model 

according to the scenarios of predicting the corrosion 

damage of rebars by chloride ions evaluated and 

investigated the reinforced concrete structure.  

 

2.3.2 Numerical model evaluation 
With the development of computers and the increasing 

their speed and performance, the use of non-destructive and 

independent models according to numerical models of 

structures to identify damage is attractive to many engineers 

and researchers. In this study, the performance of the PSD 

method, which is a vibration and signal-based method, was 

used to look for damage caused by chloride ions on a 

numerical model of a concrete bridge in a coastal area.  

For the health monitoring of the bridge structure each 
year from the beginning corrosion time to the end corrosion 

time of the reinforced concrete bridge reinforcement, some 

points and sensors were considered for the numerical model 

of the bridge at specific distances from each other. Then, as 

in Fig. 6, they were renumbered from 1 to 183 on the deck 

and columns of these selected spans. These three spans in 

the middle of the bridge were selected from forty spans 

because these parts could be the most chloride attack. 

However, the bridge was analyzed in software with almost 

the same signal information and conditions all over the 

bridge. 

Fig. 6 shows the three spans from the middle of the total 

numerical model of the Arosa bridge. Numbering starts 

from 1 to 155 for the bridge deck and from 156 to 183 for  
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columns C19 to C22. 

To monitor the amount of damage at each location of the 
bridge sections for each year, consider some points as 

simulation points and some other points as measurement 

points. The position and situation of these excitations and 

measurement points for annual test monitoring and analysis 

were assumed to be fixed every year analyzed. For this 

analysis assessment, some points at the center of each span 

over the supports and points at the middle of the columns 

were selected as the simulation points, and the rest were 

selected as the measurement points. 

Therefore, in these three spans of the bridge for the 

deck, points 3, 28, 53, 78, 103, 128, and 153 were selected 

as stimulation points, and also, for columns points 159, 166, 

173, and 180 were considered as stimulation points. 

Moreover, In this numerical investigation, the performance 

of chloride ions in the destruction of any part of this coastal 

concrete bridge  assumed 10% noise and errors. Identifying 

the location and extent of damage to the bridge due to 
corrosion of the internal rebars of the reinforced concrete 

bridge was done as a new approach.  

Overall, in this study, the damage caused to the rebars of 

each element of the concrete coastal bridge was identified 

according to the location and the distance of each part to the 

seawater, which can have an effect on the rate of corrosion 

and damage of the rebars and metal parts of the structure, 

and with using the equations related to the service life and 

the corrosion rate of the reinforcements by chloride, which 

was mentioned in the previous sections, predicted the 

amount of damage to the rebars of each part and area of the 

bridge, then according to these damages that the corrosion 

by chloride causes a reduction the diameter and stiffness of 

reinforcements and rebars can be calculated and model 

 

 

 

updating for every year. By taking into consideration, the 

changes in dynamic characteristics, the percentage of the 
damages was determined for different parts of the bridge 

structure depending on the situation of each element 

(including submerged, in tide zone, and dry parts such as 

deck and the upper parts of columns bridge) in each year 

compared to the previous year amount of damages by 

considering a constant location and frequency interval from 

the excitation points for each year in software. These 

changes in the characteristics of the structure are caused by 

the damage caused by chloride ions, which cause changes in 

the quantity of FRF data in each year from the failure of the 

structure to the undamaged structure (after 28 days from the 

construction of the structure) is different. Finally, according 

to the difference, the frequency response has been 

monitored and analyzed through the PSD equation via 

software in the numerical model of the bridge. 

To evaluate the performance of the PSD method in 

detecting damage caused by the presence and activity of 
chloride ions was analyzed according to MATLAB software 

and finite element-based by Open Sees software. 

 

 

3. Results 
 

The damage identified to the bridge structure caused by 

the chloride attack was analyzed as the first step damage in 

the reinforcements according to each section’s position to 

the seawater. So damages prediction for reinforcements en 

every year of bridge life from beginning to end chloride 

corrosion of rebars shows in Fig. 7. 

The results in Fig. 7 show the monitoring of the damage 

prediction of rebars that cause a loss in the area section of  

 

Fig. 6 Numbering and dividing points in the three spans selected of the Arosa bridge 

 

Fig. 7 The deterioration of the reinforcements of the bridge according to chloride corrosion attacks every year for different locations 
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reinforcement at each measurement and simulation point of 

the numerical Arosa bridge model (see Fig. 6). The 

damages in reinforcements of the decks’ points, including 

points 1 to 155, started only six years after the bridge was 

built. 26.67, 53.33, and 80 percent were corroded and 

damaged in the seventh, eighth, and ninth years. On the 

other hand, the chloride corrosion damages rebars for every 

part, and the element of columns are different. This kind of 

damage percentage for the submerged point zone (area 

sections between points 156-157, 163-164, 170-171, 177-
178) began from the thirteenth year, and damages regularly 

increased by about 4 percent every year until the thirty-

eighth years. In addition, the damage amount for 

reinforcements in the tide points zone (area sections 

between points 157-158, 164-165, 171-172, 178-179) 

started from the fourteenth year of the bridge’s life. After 

 

 

 

 

 

one year in the fifteenth year damaged, these 

reinforcements increased dramatically by about 50 percent, 

and in the sixteenth year, they completely corroded. Finally, 

the columns’ rebars in the aerial point zone (the area 

sections between points 158-162, 165-169, 172-176, 179-

183) began in the eighteenth year until the twenty-three 

year with increasing damages of about 20 percent in every 

year after beginning corrosion.  

However, the amount and location of corrosion along 

one  RC bridge’s structural element can differ according to 
various reasons caused during or after construction. The 

amount of damage to each element of the reinforced 

concrete bridge has been obtained using the PSD technique 

presented above. Moreover, quantified damages in the 

bridge are obtained by average damage percentages for 

every area between four measurement points in different 

 

Fig. 8 Damage location and percentage due to chloride attack in the 5th year of the bridge life 

 

Fig. 9 Damage location and percentage due to chloride attack in the 10th year of the bridge life 

 

Fig. 10 Damage location and percentage due to chloride attack in the 15th year of the bridge life 

 

Fig. 11 Damage location and percentage due to chloride attack in the 33rd year of the bridge life 
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parts of the concrete bridge structure spans during the 

chloride corrosion in reinforcements. The obtained damage 
results for each element are presented below for different 

time horizons (Figs. 8-11). 

The above figures show the damage percentage in 

different concrete parts according to the beginning 

corrosion time in the reinforcements of each zone of the RC 

Arosa bridge in terms of distance from seawater and 

chloride ions. According to Figs. 8-11, the amount and 

location of concrete structural damages predicted by the 

PSD-based method from the fifth year by starting rebars 

corrosion at the deck and until end reinforcements corrosion 

in 33th years of the bridge life at the submerged zone of 

columns of the bridge. The damage in the deck points (1-

155) was less than ten percent in the 5th year and between 

ten and thirty percent in the 33rd year. Nevertheless, 

damages situations in all parts of columns are different. The 

damages percentage for areas between measurement points 

in the submerged zone (points 156, 157, 163, 164, 170, 171, 
177and 178) that sections are sink in seawater in the 5th year 

(Fig. 8) are less than five percent. After five years, in the 

10th year, about fifty percent of the reinforcement was 

corroded (Fig. 7), and the concrete of these areas was 

damaged by about forty percent. In the 33rd year, the bridge 

life damage percentage increased by about fifty percent. 

On the other hand, the quantified damages in the points 

located in the tide zone (points 157, 156, 164, 165, 171, 

172, 178, and 179) between the 5th year to the 33rd year 

(Figs. 8-11) are less than five percent in 5th year and about 

forty percent in 10th year and about sixty percent in the 15th 

year and finally in the 33rd year these parts damaged more 

than seventy percent. Furthermore, the damage percentage 

for the aerial columns points zone in the 10th year of the 

bridge life (Fig. 9) is less than twenty percent. However, by 

starting rebars, corrosion in upside columns areas in the 15th 

year, the concrete damage is increased to about thirty 
percent in 15th and 33rd years that the chloride corrosion 

almost was done as Fig. 7. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Because the performance and accuracy of various non-
destructive and dynamic methods on the numerical model 

for various factors are increasing over time thanks to 
modern computers and sensors for the maintenance of 

important structures such as bridges, and furthermore 
because all methods for damage detection for different 

damage causes in different kinds of structures and 
environments have not been assessed. So research into these 

methods for various structures, the environment, and the 
factors that cause damage is critical. Considering these 

issues, this study has specifically evaluated the feasibility of 

the PSD method as a damage detection approach with a 
different approach to detect damage caused only by chloride 

ions in concrete buildings. On the other hand, the accuracy 
and effectiveness of this method in detecting this type of 

damage by chloride ions in every part of these coastal 
structures during their lifetime have been discussed.  

The result of this research helps a lot in reducing the 

costs of repairing and maintaining the bridge structure, 

preventing sudden damage and collapse of this structure, 

and thus maintaining the safety of human lives. The results 
of analysis on the numerical model on software by PSD 

methods showed that naturally, corrosion by chloride was 

different for every situation and bridge element’s distance 

from the seawater. Also, the speed and acceleration of 

corrosion of bars in every part were not the same, affecting 

damages to other parts. Over time, the damage increased 

slowly and slowly in the deck and upper columns that were 

not in contact with seawater and chloride ions. Also, parts 

of the pillar bases submerged in seawater have seen less 

speed over time than other parts of the bridge, which can be 

due to a lack of oxygen and air, which indicates the 

presence of too much oxygen in increasing the rate of 

failure. The chloride device is effective. However, the 

damage to the points and parts of the columns in the tidal 

range is severe, dangerous, and worrying because, only 

after a few years and in a short time, this area of the 

columns was severely damaged by chloride attack. 
As Summarize the results of used PSD method to 

identify chloride damages on the concrete part of the RC 

bridge and reinforcement chloride corrosion, the below 

conclusions can be obtained: 

• The PSD method’s analysis showed that this method 

has high accuracy in detecting the location of internal 

and external concrete damages caused by reinforcement 

chloride corrosion in a coastal RC structure. 

• One of the significant issues with testing on an 

experimental model is the inability to determine the 

internal condition and amount of damage to each part of 

a concrete structure, especially inside a coastal concrete 

bridge. While using the numerical model and by PSD 

method, determining and identifying the location and 

quantified damage during the structure’s life was easier, 

cheap, and any destructive to structure to make 

information from the inner part of the structure. 
• The PSD method for identifying damages due to 

chloride corrosion was efficient and reliable in lower 

frequency ranges between the stimulation points and the 

measurement points at software, which could be an 

advantage for small structures.  

• In general, bearings and dampers control nonlinear 

behavior between columns and decks, affecting the PSD 

method’s detection of concrete damages due to chloride 

corrosion on the entire bridge. 
• One of the drawbacks of frequency-domain methods 
like the PSD is locating the measuring and excitation 

points, which requires trial and error to locate these 
points, especially for large and critical structures like 

bridges. Because improper stimulation and measuring 
points can affect the final results, this field requires 
skilled experts. 

• Numbers of the excitation points and measuring points 

could help bridges and structures detect damage more 

accurately, but increasing these sensors requires 

powerful and fast computers, which is a significant 
disadvantage of the PSD method for analysis in the 

numerical model of the bridge. 

Although chloride-induced damage to coastal RC 

structures is particularly harmful, it generally starts on the 

inside of the structure, which causes significant inner and 
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invisible damage. If these damages are not identified and 

repaired on time, they could even suddenly collapse some 
parts of the bridge. This study showed that this method has 

acceptable results in detecting the amount of damage caused 

by chloride corrosion of rebars and the activity of chloride 

ions in each year of bridge life. Thus, using the FE 

approach on numerical models, non-destructive health 

monitoring, and damage detection can save money and 

human lives by on-time repair through the PSD methods for 

damages by chloride ions. 
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